
            

  

                                                               

  

Metal Price since the beginning of 2020 (Dollars) 

Percentage increase since beginning 2020 

METAL PERCENTAGE INCREASE 

Platinum 15.8 

Gold 19.6 

Lead 27.1 

Zinc 32.7 

Palladium 39.6 

Silver 40.8 

Aluminium 46.4 

Copper 58.2 

Iron-ore 98.7 

Tin 144.5 

Rhodium 212.4 

SARS is using new tech to go after tax dodgers 

South African Revenue Service (SARS) commissioner Edward Kieswetter says that his team is ready to offer support to 

taxpayers impacted by Covid-19 and the recent looting – but warned that the tax collector will still chase after those who 

are non-compliant. 

He warned that SARS has the capability to detect, and to make it costly for those that are determined to be non-compliant 

with their legal tax obligations and engage in criminality and fraud against it. 

He said the use of big data, artificial intelligence and the latest technology enables SARS to both help taxpayers – by 

offering digital services to protect them and staff during the Covid-19 lockdown restrictions – as well as reinforce its 

capacity to clamp down on tax dodgers. 

Kieswetter said SARS will also increasingly focus on tax mistakes as it has effectively lowered the threshold to criminally 

prosecute taxpayers.  Prior to the latest tax amendment legislation becoming final, a taxpayer could only be liable for a 

fine or subject to imprisonment if the relevant transgression was committed “wilfully and without just cause”. 

Kieswetter said that the change will bring the revenue collector in line with other international tax authorities and that 

South African tax legislation has previously embedded these principles. “This is not introducing something which is 

completely new, it is simply regularising which was an oversight in the 2011 Tax Administration Act formulation,” he said. 

“Many commentators, with some degree of sensationalism, are projecting a scenario where the state will have a free-
for-all against taxpayers.” 

However, Kieswetter said that this is not the case and that the state is still required to prove blameworthiness when 
pursuing taxpayers. He added that this needs to be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. 
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MINING MATTERS: TO SOUTH AFRICA AND ITS PEOPLE 

In 2020, the mining industry: 
Employed 
451,427 
people 

Paid 
Employees 
R152.6bn 

and 
contributed 
R26.2bn in 

PAYE 

Paid 
R27.2bn 
in taxes 

and 
R11.8bn 

in 
royalties 

Exported 
R414.4bn 
in Sales 

Contributed 
R372.9bn 

To GDP 

South Africa is ranked in the top 10 of countries for our mineral 

reserves, of platinum group metals, gold, coal, chrome, 

manganese, zinc, titanium, diamonds, and we have an astonishing 

geological occurrence in the Bushveld Igneous complex where 

87% of the worlds known PGMs reserves  

Trivia bank: About 70% of the world's platinum is mined in the Bushveld 

Igneous Complex in South Africa. 

 



THIS AND THAT 
 

• Caltex petrol stations to soon disappear and be replaced by 850 
Astron’s outlets. The rebrand will be the largest in the fuel 
industry in South Africa.  

• Amazon has more than $122 billion (R3.2 trillion) in sales in 2021 
showing just how massive the company has become since Jeff 
Bezos founded it in 1994.  Today the eCommerce giant employs 
1.3 million people around the world.  

• Adidas has agreed to sell Reebok for roughly €2.1 billion, a sum 
less than originally paid to buy the brand.  At the current 
exchange rate Adidas is taking a hit of R19 billion on a price it 
paid for Reebok in 2006.  At the time it wanted to compete with 
Nike.  

• Launched in 2019, Disney Plus was a saving grace as its giant 
theme parks, cinemas and cruises closed and theatrical releases 
were delayed.  The latest figures show that viewers are not 
shifting their attention away from streaming, despite the ease of 
restrictions.  

• 32.7% of the world population has received at least one dose of 
a COVID-19 vaccine, and 24.6% is fully vaccinated. 5 billion doses 
have been administered globally, and 33.56 million are now 
administered each day.  Only 1.4% of people in low-income 
countries have received at least one dose. 

• Goodbye TV license — Watch DStv without paying the SABC – 
You can keep watching DStv without needing a TV license if you 
use MultiChoice’s decoder-less online streaming option and a 
monitor rather than a TV set. 
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View the PW Harvey & 

Co YouTube Channel

 
To view, click here 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsN6v7xImFEOpL1uPEbyvsg

